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DELIVERABLES
1. An integrated research programme with outputs in: flow mechanics and deposit 
characterisation of turbidity currents, hybrid flow and mass transport; and developmental 
controls upon and characterisation of deep marine clastic architecture.

2. Company wide access to and integrated knowledge transfer programme in deep 
marine clastics, incorporating:

 � Intuitive search to all TRG outputs.

 � Access to the DMAKS relational database on deep marine clastic architecture.

 � Access to the TRG literature database, comprising deep marine clastic 
bibliography, literature review and recommended reading. 

 � Up-to-date syntheses of key topics in deep marine clastics, linked to the other 
knowledge transfer resources.

 � Ongoing contact with TRG personnel.

CURRENT SPONSORS
AkerBP, BP, ENI, Hess, ConocoPhillips, Murphy, OMV, Shell and Statoil.

COSTS
Returning TRG 2014-16 sponsors: £90k (£30k per year, over 3 years).

New sponsors: £111k (£37k per year, over 3 years).

The Turbidites Research Group (TRG) offers a cutting-edge research 
programme on processes of deep water sediment transport and deposition 
together with a comprehensive web-delivered Knowledge Transfer programme 
on deep marine clastics.
The TRG is a community of deep marine clastic experts comprising Leeds-based workers and 
Academic Associates at other institutions.   At Leeds, Bill McCaffrey is TRG Director, Research 
Fellows Marco Patacci and Luca Colombera work on field and experimental studies and analogue 
databasing.  Gareth Keevil is TRG Laboratory Director, Alan Burns (Engineering) is the numerical 
modelling lead and Rob Dorrell at the University of Hull is the flow process analysis lead.

trg.leeds.ac.uk



e) Architectural meta data studies 

Evaluation of boundary condition controls (e.g., sea level, climate, tectonics and 
hinterland) upon system style, and quantitative characterisation of system style 
(facies and architecture distribution, including hierarchy) through interrogation of 
the DMAKS relational database of deep marine clastic facies and architecture.

KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
1. Research Output Search 

All research outputs are uploaded to the TRG website and retrievable via searches 
on a range of meta-tag fields.

2. DMAKS:  The Deep Marine Architecture Knowledge Store 

DMAKS is an industry-leading relational database incorporating published and 
TRG information on deep marine clastic architecture. The current version will 
remain live during TRG 2017-19.  In parallel, an updated version will go live during 
this TRG phase.  DMAKS provides:

 � Literature-derived information from ancient and modern, surface and sub-
surface deep-water systems.

 � A quantitative methodology for the comparison of deep-marine clastic 
depositional systems and the analysis of their architectural properties

 � Assignment of elements within a standardised deep marine hierarchy*

 � 3D architectural transitions*.

* updated version.

3. The TRG Literature Database

This on-line, searchable utility allows industry professionals working in deepwater 
to keep abreast of advances in the academic literature.  It also allows those 
unfamiliar with deepwater environments to develop a working understanding 
swiftly and efficiently. It provides:

 � A comprehensive listing of the deep marine clastics literature.

 � Listings and review of new publications, updated every 3 months.

 � TRG ratings and recommendations.

 � Summaries of key recommended papers in the field, by key topic. 

 � Two-way citation trails.

Review and recommendation is done by experts in the field, and is tailored for 
professional industry end-users.

4. Key Topic Syntheses 

Summaries of the key topics in deep marine clastics, linked to the TRG research 
outputs, DMAKS and the TRG literature database, including hybrid flow, channels, 
levees, sheets and lobes, general architecture, general process, minibasins, 
external controls and mass transport.

5. Contact Days 

TRG holds two sponsors meetings annually, one in Europe (generally in the field, 
in September) and one in the US (generally at the AAPG Annual Convention and 
Exhibition in April).  In addition up to 2 contact days pa with TRG personnel are 
available (expenses-only).  TRG people can also meet with sponsors ad hoc at 
other conferences (e.g., AGU in San Francisco in December).

RESEARCH PROGRAMME
1. Flow mechanics and deposit characterisation

a) Turbidity currents and their deposits

Theoretical, computational fluid dynamic (CFD), 
outcrop and experimental investigation of lower 
boundary and topographic effects on turbidity current 
capacity and runout potential & of surge propagation 
within flows. 

b) Hybrid flows and their deposits

Field and theoretical investigation into the 
development of hybrid flows linked to the spatial 
distribution of representative facies with focus on 
reservoir prediction.

c) Mass flows and their deposits

Field, analytical and numerical studies of the mechanics 
of MTC emplacement and impacts on associated 
reservoir geometries and facies distribution.

2. Developmental controls upon and 
characterisation of deep marine  
clastic architecture

a) Submarine channels 

Evaluation of the controls upon submarine channel and 
channel-levee heterogeneity, to include experimental 
and analytical investigation of channel-levee 
development, seismic case studies and field studies of 
channel to overbank transitions.

b) Onlaps 

Field and numerical characterisation of onlaps, the 
evaluation of controls on flow deflection vs. reflection 
and the response of different types of flow to 
bathymetry.

c) Minibasins

Field and numerical characterisation of minibasin fill 
architectures, tied to onlap characterisation, evolution 
of fill character in the ponded to bypass transition & 
the inversion of bed thickness statistics to infer up- and 
down-stream architectural styles.

d) Stratigraphic trapping

Integrated literature and analytical study to relate the 
occurrence of sand continuity to boundary conditions 
of system development.
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